Individual-qubit addressing is a prerequisite for many instances of quantum information processing. We demonstrate this capability on trapped-ion qubits with microwave near-fields delivered by electrode structures integrated into a microfabricated surface-electrode trap. We describe four approaches that may be used in quantum information experiments with hyperfine levels as qubits. We implement individual control on two 25 Mg + ions separated by 4.3 µm and find spin-flip crosstalk errors on the order of 10 −3 .
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Quantum information research is pursued in many physical systems [1] . Among them, trapped ions are promising for the implementation of qubits and the required logic gates [2, 3] . Previous work has demonstrated elements of an ion-trap array architecture [4] [5] [6] [7] and, by extension, these techniques may be sufficient to perform large-scale quantum computation [8] . Although in most trapped-ion quantum information experiments quantum control is accomplished with lasers [2, 3] , techniques based on microwave fields are also investigated [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Recently, ion traps incorporating oscillating currents in microfabricated electrode structures have been used for global single-qubit operations [14] [15] [16] and entangling two-qubit gates [15] . For implementation of universal quantum information processing, this technique requires a novel way to address individual ions from a group and avoid crosstalk. Such addressing methods have been demonstrated with focused laser beams [17] , differential laser phases [18] , and static magnetic-field gradients [12, 19] . In this Letter, we describe four methods that use magnetic near fields oscillating at 1.7 GHz to selectively control the spin state of one of two adjacent ions, and characterize crosstalk errors experienced by the unaddressed ion.
The experiments use two 25 Mg + ions confined in a surface-electrode Paul trap [20] at a distance d 30 µm above the surface; details of the apparatus are given in [15] . The trap incorporates six electro-static control electrodes, two radio-frequency electrodes driven at ω RF 2π×71.6 MHz, and three microwave electrodes for generating oscillating magnetic near-fields (Fig. 1) . Typical single-ion motional mode frequencies are ω axial 2π × 1.4 MHz in the y (axial) direction and ω radial 2π × 7.0 MHz in the x-z (radial) plane. For these experimental parameters two Mg + ions align along the y axis with an inter-ion spacing of 4.3 µm. The quantization axis is defined by a static magnetic field |B 0 | 21.3 mT (produced by external coils) parallel to the trap surface and at an angle of 15
• with respect to the z axis. At this field strength the |F = 3, m F = 1 ≡ |↓ to |F = 2, m F = 1 ≡ |↑ hyperfine-qubit transition [21] at ω q 2π ×1.687 GHz is to first order field-independent (δω q /δ|B 0 | = 0). Such transitions are favorable because of their long coherence times [22] . To initialize the experiment, the ions are Doppler cooled and optically pumped to the |3, 3 ground state by two superimposed σ + -laser beams parallel to B 0 tuned nearly resonant with the 2 S 1/2 |3, 3 → 2 P 3/2 |4, 4 cycling transition [15] . Two sequential global hyperfine-state transfer π pulses implemented with microwave currents in electrode MW2 populate the |↓ state of the qubits. For detection, to discriminate |↓ from |↑ , we first reverse this process, transferring |↓ to |3, 3 and apply similar pulses to transfer |↑ to |2, −1 . We then excite the ions on the cycling transition to indicate their internal state (cp. Fig.2b ).
Individual qubit control is accomplished by selective positioning of the ions in a spatially varying microwave magnetic field B MW (x, y, z) that oscillates at frequency ω MW . Near the center of the trap B MW can be approximated for √ x 2 + z 2 3 µm by a y-independent x-z quadrupole field. Currents in all three microwave electrodes are adjusted to generate microwave fields with |B MW | 0 on the trap axis and gradients between 7 T/m and 35 T/m in the radial plane [15] . We apply control potentials to place the ions in configurations A or B as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Configuration A, where both ions are on the trap axis, is used for global operations: state preparation and detection, and, with currents in MW2, for common qubit operations. Configuration B, where ion 2 is shifted 350 nm off axis, together with currents in all microwave electrodes, enables the individual addressing of qubit 2. We adiabatically switch between the two configurations in 80 µs.
In method I, qubit 2 is driven on resonance by B MW while the field strength is minimal at the position of qubit 1. The qubit transition is driven by B , the component of B MW parallel to B 0 . We configure |B MW (0, y, 0)| 0 at ω MW = ω q as described in [15] and, with a single ion, we map the qubit π time T π,q (0, y, z) ∝ B −1 (0, y, z) as a function of position (Fig. 2a) . From a model fit to this map, we find a δB /δz = 7.1(5) T/m and a residual B (0, y, 0) = 0.14(1) µT. To demonstrate individual addressing, two qubits are initialized in |↓↓ while being held in configuration A. The ion positions are then shifted to configuration B. After applying B MW for duration T MW the positions are switched back to configuration A and the qubit states of both ions are detected (Fig. 2b) . The Rabi rates Ω q1 = 2π × 0.32(2) kHz and Ω q2 = 2π × 12.84(6) kHz are extracted from a model fit to the data. For an applied π pulse on qubit 2, the spin-flip probability (which we refer to as crosstalk error) of qubit 1 is 1.5(2) × 10 −3 . The suppression of Ω q1 is limited by the accuracy of individual phase and amplitude control of the currents fed into the three microwave electrodes [15] .
Method II is based on the approach presented in [23] ; the displacement of ion 2 causes excess micromotion, which enables the addressing on the radio-frequency micromotion sideband [24] . The corresponding Rabi rate Ω mm is proportional to r mm ·∇B , where |r mm | is the micromotion amplitude [11] . We apply a gradient δB /δz 35 T/m at ω MW = ω q −ω RF and minimize the field on the trap axis as in method I, to avoid large ac Zeeman shifts. We measure Rabi rates Ω mm,q1 = 2π × 0.05(1) kHz and Ω mm,q2 = 2π × 3.11 (2) kHz, corresponding to a crosstalk error of 6(3)×10 −4 . The residual micromotion amplitude 0.42(6) nm of ion 1 may be limited by the positioning precision and/or unequal phases of the radio-frequency electrodes [24] . This method leads to a differential ac Zeeman shift δω acz 2π × 430 Hz, due to oscillating field amplitudes |B MW,q1 | 7 µT and |B MW,q2 | 19 µT, which must be compensated.
Method III is based on differential ac Zeeman shifts on the ions, which gives differential σ z control. Together with global operations, this enables full individual control and is analogous to the addressing approach based on differential ac Stark shifts [3] . Here, B MW is applied at ω MW = ω q +∆, where the detuning ∆ induces a spatially varying ac Zeeman shift ω acz = c B 2 + c ⊥ B 2 ⊥ , where B ⊥ is the component of B MW perpendicular to B 0 . The coefficients c and c ⊥ depend on ∆ and can be calculated from the relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [15] . Any σ z rotation on qubit 1 can be accounted for in subsequent computations, or suppressed by applying a compensating ac Zeeman shift; the crosstalk is limited by the degree to which the σ z phase is determined.
Method IV extends method III: the spatially varying ac Zeeman shift splits the qubit resonances by δω acz and FIG. 3 . Individual control using method IV. Two-ion detection fluorescence (proportional to P (↓, 1) + P (↓, 2)) as a function of drive frequency ω drive applied to MW2. Here, ωq1 is the resonance frequency of qubit 1. The drive duration is set to apply a π pulse on the qubits when on resonance. The qubit resonances are separated by a differential ac Zeeman shift δωacz = 2π × 32.1(3) kHz.
a drive signal on MW2 addresses the qubits. This drive field will lead to approximately the same resonant Rabi rate Ω q for both qubits. For the experiment we choose ∆ −2π × 3.0 MHz. We observe a separation δω acz = 2π × 32.1(3) kHz between the qubit transitions (Fig. 3) .
For Ω q = 2π × 2.08(2) kHz the crosstalk, given by the probability of off-resonant transitions, is 1.1(9) × 10 −3 . The differential ac Zeeman shift must be accounted for in subsequent operations. Since Ω q < |δω acz |, this method is slower than method III.
To determine the effect of spatial reconfiguration on qubit coherence, we perform two types of Ramsey experiments and observe the decrease in Ramsey fringe contrast as a function of free-precession time T R . In a reference experiment, we observe a qubit coherence time [25] longer than 200 ms for a single ion located at the trap center while keeping the control potentials constant. Here, two π/2 pulses, separated by time T R , are applied with the global microwave drive. In a second experiment, we prepare two qubits in |↓↓ and perform a π/2 pulse on qubit 2 using method I (Fig. 4a ). The ion positions are then switched back to configuration A, and after T R a second π/2 pulse is applied to qubit 2. Subsequently the two-ion fluorescence is detected. Figure 4b shows results for T R = 13 ms. We observe no additional loss in contrast due to the repositioning of the ions. However, in both experiments, a precise measurement and comparison is hampered by a significant loss ( 50 %) of overall fluorescence due to motional heating of the ion(s) after 50 ms without laser cooling.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated four methods for individual addressing of two qubits by use of microwave near-field gradients. These methods may enable a processor architecture that is based only on oscillating near- Ωq1 and Ωq2 denote the individual qubit Rabi rates and for method III they denote σz-rotation rates. The crosstalk error is the probability of a spin flip on qubit 1 when applying a π pulse on qubit 2. The differential ac Zeeman shift is absent in method I. Crosstalk for method III depends on the degree to which the phase shift on qubit 1 can be compensated. fields for coherent ion qubit control. A summary of their overall performance is listed in Table I . Crosstalk and Rabi rates are currently limited by ion position control as well as relative phase and amplitude control of the signals driving the three microwave electrodes. All schemes can be augmented by pulse shaping and composite pulse schemes [26] . In future applications, these methods may be implemented in a linear trap array where ions reside in separated potential wells. In this case, the addressed ion can be pushed much farther away (≥ 1 µm) from the trap axis, decreasing the crosstalk. For faster switching of control potentials diabatic methods can be used [7] . The addressing methods can also be used for individual detection of multiple ions stored in the same potential wells by appropriate detection sequences. For example a detection sequence for two qubits could consist of two consecutive detection pulses separated by a π pulse on qubit 2. Here, the π pulse and second detection pulse are necessary only when the first detection results in one "bright" (|↓ state) and one "dark" (|↑ state) ion. Table II shows a truth table to illustrate the possible detection outcomes.
While preparing this manuscript, we became aware of a related experiment that uses laser fields and differential micromotion to enable single-ion addressing [27] .
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